
Speed Cameras – Product Sheet 

 Summary 

Speed cameras are increasingly being used in many countries to enforce speed limits and help 

improve road safety. Cyclops are the world leading authority on speed cameras and many of the 

worlds’ biggest car and navigation brands include our service to help drivers stay safe behind the 

wheel – and keep and eye on the road ahead. 

Speed cameras come in all shapes and sizes and types: speed, red light, average speed cameras and 

regular mobile zones  

Our alerts help drivers maintain a safe speed and help to keep and eye on the road ahead leaving 

drivers more relaxed and avoiding unwanted fines. 

Cyclops has an in-house research team to identify new and removed sites along with any changes to 

speed limits, enforcement direction or position. We identify these from official sources, media 

reports, news feeds and social media. We also have over 20 million users world-wide who not only 

rely on our service but also actively report into the service too. 

Please also download our latest Infographic which outlines the investment we make in keeping our 

dataset completely current, accurate and reliable.   

  

Camera Types Included:  

   Speed enforcement 

   Red Light 

  Red Light & Speed 

 Average Speed (Section Control) 

  Variable Speed  

  Temporary Speed 

  Regular mobile zone 

  Live mobile alert (from our real-time global used community)  



 

Data Formats 

We can provide regular updates or real-time data feeds accordingly client requirements. Our own 

Waypoint Technology based data format includes a geo-corridor as well as all of the camera site attributes. 

This patented system allows our data to be used without any need for it to be encoded into a digital map 

and so enables a false alert free user experience regardless of software platform.  

Data can also be provided in all standard formats such as csv, html, or custom formats by arrangement. 

Please ask for our Integration Guide. 

 

Implementation and Aftersales Support 

Here at Cyclops we pride ourselves on being able to interpret a clients’ required user experience and to 

enable a data feed to support that. We also help clients develop and add value to their service using our 

long-established expertise in working with automotive clients on their navigation or connected car 

services. 

Once a new service is up and running we continue to support all our clients with customer enquiries and in 

providing update and database change reports.  

Our databases and associated software are hosted on the latest most powerful, scalable servers around 

the globe with multiple redundancy to ensure absolute service continuity with the lowest service latency. 

 

Camera Counts 

We offer over 135,000 camera sites on 5 continents and in 60 countries around the world. Please ask us for 

our latest camera coverage and counts. 

 

Contact  

Please do email us at commercial@cyclops-uk.com to explore how Cyclops can add value and revenue 

streams to your next infotainment or navigation project. 
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